Full life-cycle assessment of gene flow consistent with fitness differences in transgenic and wild-type Japanese medaka fish (Oryzias latipes)
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Transgenic fish in development for aquaculture could escape from farms and interbreed with wild relatives in the nearby environment. Predicting whether escapes would result in transgene introgression is a major challenge in assessing environmental risks of transgenic fish. Previous studies have simulated gene flow from transgenic fish using mathematical modeling of fitness traits to predict the relative selective value of transgenic genotypes. Here, we present the first study of gene flow over the full life cycle in openly-breeding populations of transgenic animals, along with measurement of fitness traits. We conducted two invasion experiments in which we released two lines of growth-enhanced transgenic fish (T67 and T400), Japanese medaka (Oryzias latipes), into populations of wild-type (W) medaka in structured mesocosms. After several generations, the frequency of transgenic fish varied across replicates in the first invasion experiment (6 months), but the frequency of transgenic fish decreased in the second experiment (19 months). We also measured selected fitness traits in transgenic and wild-type medaka because these traits could be used to predict the relative selective value of a genotype. We found that: T400 males were more fertile than W males; offspring of W females lived longer than those with transgenic mothers; and W and T67 females reached sexual maturity sooner than T400 females. In contrast with other research that reported larger transgenic males had a mating advantage, we found that W males obtained more matings with females than T males; genetic background effects may account for our differing results as we compared W and T fish derived from different strains. The decreasing frequency of transgenic fish in the second invasion experiment suggests that transgenic fish had a selective disadvantage in the experimental environment. Our finding of transgenic advantage of some fitness traits and wild-type advantage in others is consistent with our invasion experiment results.
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INTRODUCTION

Farmed fish are known to escape from farms in large numbers and with a high frequency, and to hybridize with wild fish (National Research Council, 2004). Gene flow from escaped farmed salmon to wild salmon populations has been shown to depress fitness, which can reduce local adaptation and productivity and, under continual gene flow, prevent re-adaptation of the wild population (Hindar et al., 1991; McGinnity et al., 2003; Naylor et al., 2005). Such gene flow can lead to rapid genetic homogenization between the farmed and wild populations, reducing the long-term ability of wild populations to adapt to environmental change (Fleming et al., 2000; Hindar et al., 1991). In addition, the expression of novel phenotypes by transgenic fish could result in different fitness-related traits compared to wild relatives, with population-wide consequences. In the case of growth-enhanced transgenic fish, the effect of mechanisms like resource competition might be amplified by the higher feeding motivation of faster-growing fish (Johnsson et al., 1996; Jonsson et al., 1996; Sundström et al., 2003). Farmed transgenic fish are expected to escape from aquaculture systems and inter-breed with wild relatives, unless they are raised under adequate physical and biological confinement (National Research Council, 2004).

Predicting gene flow from escaped transgenic fish to a wild population is a major need in environmental risk assessment of transgenic fish (Devlin et al., 2006;...
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Kapuscinski et al., 2007; National Research Council, 2008). This is not only a gap in the science, but a policy-relevant one: growth-enhanced transgenic Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) developed for large-scale aquaculture are currently under regulatory review in the USA (Aqua Bounty Technologies, 2010; Food and Drug Administration, 2010; National Research Council, 2002). Life-history traits affecting fitness can be used to predict the potential invasiveness of a species (e.g., Sakai et al., 2001), though correlations between more invasive fish species and life history characteristics favoring a fitness advantage are only recently being tested (Vila-Gispert et al., 2005). Laboratory studies have found that growth-enhanced transgenic fish and their unmodified relatives can have different values for some primary components of total fitness, such as increased male mating advantage (Howard et al., 2004), increased female fecundity (Bessey et al., 2004), and reduced juvenile viability, in transgenic individuals (Muir and Howard, 2001). A few studies have considered the possible results of an invasion of transgenic fish, based on relative hypothetical or experimentally-measured values of selected fitness-related traits such as viability, fecundity, and male mating advantage (Hedrick, 2001; Muir and Howard, 1999, 2001). However, these studies have so far only simulated a transgene invasion with deterministic models. No studies we are aware of have undertaken the full-life-cycle assessment of transgenic animals in openly-breeding populations, in which reproductive and viability aspects of fitness impact more than one generation, such as we present here.

We used Japanese medaka fish (Oryzias latipes) in our study. Medaka are well-suited to population biology research (Yamamoto, 1975) and can live and reproduce well in laboratory conditions. Medaka are small (usually less than 4 cm in length), and have a generation time of about two months; both factors that enabled us to carry out multi-generational population experiments in a confined laboratory environment. Given the right conditions, medaka can mate daily for an extended period of time. Reproductive activity usually takes place within an hour of daybreak, or as simulated by the beginning of the photoperiod in captivity (Shima and Mitani, 2004; Wittbrodt et al., 2002).

In addition to being a useful model for population genetics research, medaka have proven to be relatively easy to genetically engineer; in fact, one of the first reports of stable trangenesis in fish used medaka (Ozato et al., 1986). We used two lines (MtsGH-67 and MtsGH-400; hereafter T67 and T400, respectively) of growth-enhanced transgenic medaka (produced by William Muir, Purdue University). The T67 and T400 fish were engineered with an all-salmonid gene construct (Devlin et al., 1994) consisting of a metallothionein-B promoter (Chan and Devlin, 1993) and sockeye salmon full-length, type-1 growth hormone gene (Devlin, 1993). The transgenic fish were derived from founder medaka that the Muir lab obtained from Japan (Jiménez, 2000) and subsequently backcrossed (Krueer et al., 2002). We used a line of wild-type medaka (hereafter W) descended from wild fish captured in Japan (obtained from Pacific Aquatics, Chatsworth, CA, USA), but not from the same population of fish used to initially produce the T67 and T400 lines.

Our objective was to test whether the relative fitness of transgenic fish could provide useful information about the outcome of an invasion of transgenic fish into a wild-type population. In a confined laboratory environment, we carried out two types of experiments using medaka: (1) invasion experiments, in which large populations of W medaka were “invaded” by transgenic medaka; and (2) fitness trait measurements, in which we compared the fecundity, fertility, mating advantage, juvenile viability, age at sexual maturity, and longevity of W, T67 and T400 medaka. We controlled a number of key environmental conditions across all experiments, including water temperature, feeding regime, water source, and photoperiod.

RESULTS

Characterization of transgenic lines

We confirmed expression of the transgene in T67 and T400 medaka. We also monitored size in groups of fish of each genotype (Fig. 1). Initially, at seven weeks of age, T67 fish were significantly larger than both T400 and W fish (Tukey HSD, adj. \( p = 0.007 \) and 0.047, respectively). At eight and nine weeks of age, T67 fish were larger than T400 fish (Tukey HSD, adj. \( p < 0.032 \)). Ten- and 11-week-old fish were not significantly different in weight between genotypes. Twelve-week-old W fish were significantly larger than T400 fish (Tukey HSD, adj. \( p = 0.029 \)). There were no significant differences between genotypes at 13, 14, or 16 weeks of age, but at 15 and 17 weeks of age W fish had a weight advantage over T400 fish (Tukey HSD, adj. \( p < 0.047 \)).

Invasion experiments

We carried out the invasion experiments using nine mesocosms, large fiberglass tanks with habitat structure. All mesocosms were stocked with large numbers of wild-type medaka. Three mesocosms were invaded by T67 medaka, three by T400 medaka, and three were maintained as control (W only) populations (Tab. 1). We repeated invasion experiments twice: invasion experiment I...
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Figure 1. Weight of fish of each genotype over ten weeks.

Table 1. Design of invasion experiments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Invasion experiment</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Transgenic fish invasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wild-type fish (W) only (3 replicates)</td>
<td>T67 transgenic fish (3 replicates)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I (6 months)</td>
<td>W population (n = 353)</td>
<td>W (n = 353)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ T67 (n = 20)</td>
<td>+ T67 (n = 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II (19 months)</td>
<td>W population (n = 477)</td>
<td>W (n = 477)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ T67 (n = 40)</td>
<td>+ T67 (n = 40)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

was six months in duration; invasion experiment II lasted for 19 months.

In invasion experiment I, the final frequency of transgenic fish varied across replicates, ranging from disappearance of transgenic fish in three of the mesocosms and a decreased frequency of transgenic fish in one mesocosm, to an increase in two of the T400 mesocosms (Tab. 2; sign test, \( p = 0.344 \)). In experiment II, we detected at least one transgenic fish in both T400 and T67 treatment mesocosms after 12 months. However, by the end of the experiment at 19 months, we found no transgenic fish in five mesocosms and only one T67 transgenic fish remained in the sixth (Tab. 2); a significant decrease in the proportion of transgenic fish in experiment II (sign test, \( p = 0.016 \)).

Reproduction and recruitment occurred in all mesocosms in both experiments. We observed eggs and fry in all mesocosms daily after the second week of both experiments. Furthermore, in one of the mesocosms in which the proportion of transgenic fish increased in experiment I, at least two T400 fish at the end of the experiment were offspring, as they were 12 and 16 mm standard length – too small to have been introduced at the initiation of the experiment. In experiment II, interim sampling for the presence of transgenic fish revealed several transgenic fish too small to have been introduced at the beginning of the experiment, for example: five months after the initiation of experiment II, we found a T67 fish weighing less than 0.1 g; nine months into the experiment we sampled two T67 females, weighing 0.133 g and 0.171 g.
from two different mesocosms; and one year into the experiment we detected a T400 male, 0.160 g, and T400 female, 0.106 g, in a T400 mesocosm. We noted a number of other individuals as probable offspring during the experiments and at their termination.

In both experiments, population sizes decreased in each mesocosm (Fig. 2), but multiple comparisons tests revealed no significant differences in mean final population size between control and experimental treatment populations (Tukey HSD, all $p > 0.566$). Pathological tests on a sample of the deceased experimental fish indicate that the observed declines were caused by a *Mycobacterium haemophilum* infection (unpublished data, S. Robbe-Austerman, USDA-APHIS, National Veterinary Services Laboratories, Ames, IA).

### Fitness measurements

We measured fitness traits on fish housed in glass aquaria. We measured fecundity and fertility on wild-type and transgenic fish paired in pure and reciprocal crosses. We tested T67 and T400 medaka with W fish in two trials each, resulting in a total of four trials. We used offspring from the fecundity and fertility experiments to measure age at sexual maturity, juvenile viability, and longevity. We tested the relative mating success of W males with each transgenic line separately, in five test periods for each T400 and T67 experiment.

#### Fecundity

Female genotype did not have a significant effect on total ten-day egg production, either in ANOVA models (Type II ANOVA, $F_{2,63} = 1.976, p = 0.147$) or multiple comparisons tests (Tukey HSD, all adj. $p > 0.081$). T67 females produced an average of 214.4 eggs over ten days ($\pm 115.6$ SD, $n = 20$); W females, 187.3 ($\pm 99.7, n = 37$); and T400 females, 151.5 ($\pm 92.9, n = 15$). The starting weight of females, a covariate in our model, was a significant predictor of ten-day egg production (Type II ANOVA, $F_{1,63} = 4.371, p = 0.041$); however, the relationship was negative (slope estimate = $-192.64$; Fig. 3). Transgenic females weighed significantly more than wild-type females at the start of all fecundity trials (Tukey HSD, T67-W and T400-W both adj. $p < 0.001$). Overall, T400 females were largest (mean $\pm$ SD, $0.598 \pm 0.171$ g), followed by T67 (0.554 $\pm$ 0.109 g) and W females (0.417 $\pm$ 0.100 g).

#### Fertility

The observed fertility rate of all males was high: T400 males fertilized 0.986 ($\pm 0.019$ SD) of intact eggs; W males, 0.983 ($\pm 0.031$ SD); and T67, 0.966 ($\pm 0.054$). In a bootstrap simulation, T400 males were significantly more fertile than wild-type males (Tab. 3; 95% Bootstrap CI with Bonferroni correction; W-T400: $-6.595, -0.280$). Like the females with which they were paired, transgenic males weighed significantly more than wild-type males at the start of fertility trials (Tukey HSD, T67-W and T400-W both adjusted $p < 0.001$). Overall, T67 males were largest (mean $\pm$ SD, $0.455 \pm 0.074$ g), followed by T400 (0.443 $\pm$ 0.104 g) and W males (0.315 $\pm$ 0.039 g).

#### Mating advantage

In the T400 mating advantage experiments, W males obtained 53% of matings alone, and T400 males mated with the female alone 27% of the time. When we considered W matings as “successes” and T400 matings as “failures” in a binomial model, W males had a significant advantage over T400 males ($p = 0.031$ SD). However, this advantage was not significant after Bonferroni correction ($W$-T400: $-6.595, -0.280$).

### Table 2. Initial and final frequencies of transgenic fish in invasion experiments I and II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transgenic fish line</th>
<th>Invasion experiment I (6 months)</th>
<th>Invasion experiment II (19 months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial frequency of transgenic fish</td>
<td>Final frequency of transgenic fish (transgenic fish/total fish)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T400</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.057 (5/88)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.086 (6/70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T67</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.024 (2/82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T400</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T67</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.020 (1/49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 2. A: Declining population in invasion experiment I. Population sizes are estimates based on (original population size – mortalities to date), except May 2003 measurement, which is a census size. B: Population size during invasion experiment II. Population sizes were all determined via census. Error bars are ± SD.

Figure 3. Relationship between female weight at the beginning of fecundity experiments and ten-day total egg production, by female genotype.
Table 3. Bootstrap 95% confidence intervals (with Bonferroni correction) for differences in male fertility by genotype. Bold numbers indicate significant differences.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male genotype comparison</th>
<th>Lower bound</th>
<th>Upper bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type – T67</td>
<td>–3.295</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T67 – T400</td>
<td>–4.428</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wild-type – T400</td>
<td>–6.595</td>
<td>–0.280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(\text{intercept} = 0.560, z_{(df=19)} = 2.187, p = 0.029). The remaining 20% of the matings were trio matings, in which both the W and T400 male mated with the female in the same mating event, but we did not test the paternity of the fertilized eggs. In a model to simulate a case where all trio matings were assigned to the W male, the average weight advantage increased (\text{intercept} = 0.677, z_{(df=22)} = 3.121, p = 0.002). At the other extreme, when we combined trio matings with T400 matings, W males retained a small, but not significant, advantage (\text{intercept} = 0.105, z_{(df=22)} = 0.513, p = 0.608). Before being included in the experiment, T400 males were an average of 0.404 g (± 0.116 SD; n = 12) and W males weighed 0.562 g (± 0.110 SD; n = 12); this difference was not significant (t-test, \text{t}_{(df=19.942)} = 0.913, p = 0.371). T400 males weighed, on average, 0.035 g more than the W males with which they were paired in the T400 experiments.

In the T67 mating advantage experiments, 45% of the matings were trio matings. W males obtained 37% of matings alone, while T67 males mated with the female alone 18% of the time. A binomial model in which W matings were successes and T67 matings were failures had a significant intercept term (\text{intercept} = 0.731, \text{z}_{(df=15)} = 2.165, p = 0.030). When all trio matings were assigned to the model with W successes, the W advantage increased dramatically (\text{intercept} = 1.460, \text{z}_{(df=23)} = 4.744, p < 0.001). A model in which T67 and trio matings, together, were considered successes, and W matings were failures, was not significant (\text{intercept} = 0.442, \text{z}_{(df=23)} = 1.791, p = 0.073). At the beginning of the experiment, T67 males weighed an average of 0.464 g (± 0.057 SD; n = 5) and W males weighed 0.433 g (± 0.025 SD; n = 5), not a significant size advantage (t-test, \text{t}_{(df=5.504)} = 1.116, p = 0.311). T67 males had an average weight advantage of 0.039 grams over the W males with which they were paired.

Juvenile viability

In trial 1, we observed 70% survival to sexual maturity among fry from two T400 parents, compared to 94% among offspring of two W parents and 98% among offspring of one W and one T400 parent. We found differences between observed and expected values across the four parental crosses in trial 1 (\chi^2, \text{df}=3 = 30.220, p < 0.001). We excluded data for trial 2 from analysis because we made errors stocking fry in that trial.

In trial 3, we observed 79% survival to sexual maturity across all parental crosses. We observed and genotyped the following number of mortalities from each parental cross: six among offspring of two W parents (all W offspring); eight among offspring of T67 males and W females (all T67 fish); 12 among offspring of two T67 fish (all T67 offspring); and 16 among offspring of a W female and T67 male (15 T67 offspring and one W). However, observed and expected proportions of fry surviving to sexual maturity did not differ by parental cross in trial 3 (\chi^2, \text{df}=3 = 7.110, p = 0.069). Most fish in trial 3 died at about the same time (22 ± 6.967 days), regardless of parentage. We did not detect any deceased fish before sexual maturity in trial 4.

Longevity

The medaka in our experiments lived on average to over a year old (382 ± 178 days). We were able to identify 57 of the mortalities as T67 fish, 103 as T400, and 208 as W fish (Tab. 4). In the model to predict longevity of adult fish, parental cross was significant (Type II ANOVA, \text{F}(6,356) = 10.266, p < 0.001), but the genotype of the deceased fish was not (Type II ANOVA, \text{F}(2,356) = 1.246, p = 0.290). Offspring of W × W parents and W × T400 (female × male) parents lived significantly longer than offspring of the following crosses: T400 × T400, T400 × W, and T67 × W (Tukey HSD, all adj. p < 0.024). Offspring of T67 × T67 parents also survived significantly longer than T400 × T400 offspring (Tukey HSD, adj. p = 0.029).

When we compared means for longevity by genotype using multiple comparisons tests, W individuals lived significantly longer than T400 fish (Tukey HSD, W-T400, adj. p = 0.033). However, in a linear model, the genotype of the individual sexually mature female was not a significant predictor of age at sexual maturity (Type II ANOVA, \text{F}(2,75) = 0.055, p = 0.946). T67 fish weighed an average of 0.222 g (± 0.058 SD, n = 25) while W females were 0.195 g (± 0.043 SD, n = 15) at sexual maturity; not a significant difference (t-test, \text{t}_{(df=36.112)} = −1.666, p = 0.014).

Age at sexual maturity

T67 females began to produce eggs at the earliest age (mean ± SD, 48.760 ± 6.809 days; n = 25), followed by W (51.684 ± 6.225; n = 28) and T400 (54.846 ± 3.209; n = 26) fish. Multiple comparisons tests found that T67 and W females matured significantly sooner than T400 females (Tukey HSD; T67-T400 adj. p < 0.001; W-T400 adj. p = 0.033). However, in a linear model, the genotype of the individual sexually mature female was not a significant predictor of age at sexual maturity (Type II ANOVA, \text{F}(2,75) = 0.055, p = 0.946). T67 fish weighed an average of 0.222 g (± 0.058 SD, n = 25) while W females were 0.195 g (± 0.043 SD, n = 15) at sexual maturity; not a significant difference (t-test, \text{t}_{(df=36.112)} = −1.666, p = 0.014).
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Table 4. Summary statistics for longevity: mean ± SD (in days; rounded to the nearest whole number) and n. NA indicates that offspring of a given genotype (rows) cannot result from a particular parental cross (columns).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maternal</th>
<th>Paternal</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>T67</th>
<th>T400</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>T67</th>
<th>T400</th>
<th>T400</th>
<th>T400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>432 ± 167</td>
<td>283 ± 141</td>
<td>430 ± 152</td>
<td>286 ± 88</td>
<td>306 ± 112</td>
<td>344 ± 160</td>
<td>290 ± 146</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 106)</td>
<td>(n = 12)</td>
<td>(n = 18)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td>(n = 15)</td>
<td>(n = 25)</td>
<td>(n = 17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T67</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>359 ± 155</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>329 ± 99</td>
<td>382 ± 172</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T400</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>460 ± 200</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>320 ± 163</td>
<td>285 ± 112</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 39)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 40)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 24)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Summary of fitness trait measurement experiments; different letters in superscript indicate significant (p < 0.05) differences between individuals of a given genotype or in a given trial, according to tests as described in Methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness trait</th>
<th>Genotype rank, with respect to fitness trait</th>
<th>Genotype rank, with respect to size of individuals used to measure fitness trait¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fecundity</td>
<td>T67a &gt; Wb &gt; T400b</td>
<td>T400b &gt; T67a &gt; Wh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertility</td>
<td>T400b &gt; T67ab &gt; Wh</td>
<td>T67a &gt; T400b &gt; Wh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mating advantage²</td>
<td>Wb &gt; T400b</td>
<td>T400b &gt; Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age at sexual maturity</td>
<td>T67a &lt; Wb &lt; T400b</td>
<td>T67a &gt; Wb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile viability</td>
<td>Wb &gt; T67ab</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longevity</td>
<td>Wb &gt; T67ab &gt; T400b</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maternal genotype also significant:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wb &gt; T67ab &gt; T400b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Fish were weighed before inclusion in fitness trait experiments for fecundity, fertility, and mating advantage; fish were weighed when they reached sexual maturity for the age at sexual maturity measurement.
² Mating advantage relative genotype ranks are based on significance of intercept-only models, excluding trio matings, as described in Methods.
³ Weight comparisons only available for T67 and W fish tested concurrently with T67.
⁴ Data from trial 3 only.

adj. p = 0.032), but not significantly longer than T67 fish (Tukey HSD, W-T67, adj. p = 0.913).

DISCUSSION

The results of our invasion experiments and fitness trait measurements could be considered mutually supportive. In our invasion experiments, transgenic fish usually decreased in frequency, and most replicates resulted in a loss of all transgenic fish. No single genotype emerged as a clear “winner” on the basis of individual fitness trait measurements (Tab. 5). T400 males had a significantly higher fertility rate, and were significantly heavier than, W males. Wild-type males were more likely than T67 males to secure matings with W females. T67 and W females matured significantly sooner than T400 females, and W fish lived significantly longer than T400 fish. There were no significant differences between transgenic and wild-type fish in fecundity or juvenile viability, even though both T400 and T67 females in the fecundity measurement were significantly larger than W females.

In fact, male fertility was the only measurement in which the same genotype enjoyed a significant fitness and size advantage. Our fitness experiments therefore indicate that it may be insufficient to predict fitness advantages simply based on larger expected size.

Characterization of transgenic lines

We observed wild-type fish that were larger than some transgenic fish at about four months of age (Fig. 1), but the adult transgenic fish randomly selected for our fitness experiments were either larger or about the same size as the wild-type adults they were tested with (Tab. 5). Previous researchers have found that the T67 and T400 lines of medaka are larger than non-transgenic siblings from four to ten weeks of age (Jiménez, 2000) and at six weeks of age (Krue et al., 2002), and research using a different strain of growth-enhanced transgenic medaka found they had the greatest size advantage before eight weeks of age (Muir and Howard, 2001).
Invasion experiments

Our transgenic fish frequency results were not wholly unidirectional across replicates and experiments; therefore, they likely reflect the combined effects of random processes and varying selection pressures, as would occur if transgenic fish escaped into a wild population. Possible mechanisms for the different frequencies of transgenic fish at the end of the invasion experiments include: genetic drift, or random changes in frequency of the transgene, ultimately leading to its fixation or loss; a disease agent affecting demography; or differing selection pressures due to uncontrolled environmental variation among the mesocosms.

Genetic drift would be equally likely to result in an increased or decreased frequency of transgenic fish. The longer duration of invasion experiment II means that we were more likely to observe fixation or loss of the transgene; however, the fact that we observed a significant tendency towards loss in experiment II would indicate that this was not simply random drift, and one might conclude that the transgene confers a fitness disadvantage in the environment of the mesocosms.

To further test our gene flow results in the context of population genetics, we used the following equation to predict the number of generations to extinction of a selectively neutral mutant allele:

\[[-4N/(1-p)] \times [(p \times \ln(p))],\]

where N is the effective population size and p is the initial frequency of the mutant allele (Hartl and Clark, 1997: p. 282; after Kimura and Ohta, 1969). We conservatively estimated the effective population size using census data from our mesocosms: half the initial population size (\(N_I = 373\) and \(N_{II} = 517\)) and half of the smallest final population size observed in any experimental mesocosm (\(N_I = 62\) and \(N_{II} = 48\)). We estimated allele frequency as the starting frequencies of transgenic fish from both experiments (\(p_I = 0.054\) and \(p_{II} = 0.077\)). Using half of the initial population as our estimates of effective population size, the formula predicted loss of the transgene in 124 and 221 generations in invasion experiment I and II, respectively. Even the estimates using half of the lowest final population size as the effective population size predicted that a selectively neutral transgene would avoid loss until after an average of 21 generations for both invasion experiments. Because in invasion experiment II, transgenic fish disappeared from five out of six replicates in less than half that time (19 months or 9.5 generations, assuming a two-month generation time for medaka), this simulation provides further evidence that the transgene was not selectively neutral. Subsequent screening of transgenic broodstocks showed that not all transgenic fish were homozygous for the transgene, so we also estimated mean time to loss assuming that half the transgenic fish were hemizygous (i.e. 0.75(\(p_I\)) and 0.75(\(p_{II}\))). In that case, mean predicted time for loss of the transgene was 100 and 181 generations for experiment I and II, respectively, when we used half the initial population sizes as N. When we used half of the lowest final population size as N, the equation predicted the allele would be lost after about 17 generations in both experiments. Compared to even this conservative estimate, we observed loss of the transgene in a shorter period in our invasion experiments.

We did observe the effect of an unpredictable agent of demographic change due to the *M. haemophilum* infection. Our invasion experiments were initiated before the first published occurrence of *M. haemophilum* in fish (Kent et al., 2004), in which an outbreak among zebrafish (*Danio rerio*) was first described. We observed medaka in the invasion experiments with symptoms similar to those subsequently reported in infected zebrafish, such as inflammation and emaciation (Whipp et al., 2007). All mesocosms in both experiments, including wild-type-only control populations, experienced population declines at a similar rate, and of comparable magnitude. The disease could have affected the frequency of transgenic fish in the experimental mesocosms through differential mortality, although the similar rate of population decline in the wild-type-only control populations contraindicates this possibility. We did not investigate the cause of death of individual wild-type and transgenic fish.

We monitored and kept constant most environmental factors, including temperature, photoperiod, food availability, and water chemistry, across mesocosms and in both invasion experiments. Differences in water clarity between mesocosms in experiment I might have influenced visually-affected behaviors such as mating, aggregation, and food foraging (e.g., Guthrie and Muntz, 1993) leading to different selection pressures between mesocosms and therefore more variation in results in experiment I than in experiment II. The suppression of suspended algae and introduction of macrophytic algae in invasion experiment II may have also contributed to environmental differences between the two invasion experiments.

Our interpretation of the invasion experiment results is limited by the number of replicates and limited quantitative data on the fate of the founding population. Because we wanted to simulate large populations of wild-type fish, we could only accommodate three mesocosms for each treatment. Additional replicates may have strengthened the conclusions we could make about the fate of transgenic fish in these populations. Also, because we did not mark fish that were introduced to the mesocosms at the beginning of the experiment, we could not be certain about what proportion of adults at
the end of the invasion experiment were founders and which were fully-grown fish born during the course of the experiment.

Fitness measurements

Fecundity

In spite of the fact that transgenic females weighed more than wild-type females in our experiments, we did not detect differences in fecundity between genotypes. Fecundity in fish is generally positively associated with size (e.g., Jobling, 1995) and previous studies using medaka have found a positive weight-fecundity relationship (Muir and Howard, 2001). We observed a negative weight-fecundity relationship in these experiments. One possible explanation is that four females (one T400, one T67, and two W) out of 72 females in our experiments did not produce any eggs during the ten-day trial. These females weighed more (0.7103 ± 0.1575 g, n = 4) than females that produced some eggs during the trial (0.4802 ± 0.1324 g, n = 68); however, this difference was not significant (t-test, t(df=3.255) = 2.863, p = 0.0585).

Fertility

T400 males had significantly greater fertility than W males, but not significantly greater than T67 males, in our bootstrap simulation. In our experiments, we observed lower fertility among T67 males than W males; however, the variance in fertility rate for T67 males was the highest, possibly accounting for the lack of significant differences between this genotype and the others in the bootstrap analysis. The standard deviation among T400 males is much smaller, partly because we removed data from six T400 males that fertilized no eggs and from two T400 males that were paired with a female that did not bear eggs during the trial. Therefore, we only used data from six T400 males, which all had very high fertilization rates.

Our observations of high fertility rates are consistent with previous studies of male fertilization success in medaka (Muir and Howard, 2001); further suggesting that the three lowest-fertility males were genuinely unusual observations. Muir and Howard (2001) did not find a difference in the fertilization success of transgenic and wild-type males.

Mating advantage

In these experiments, both lines of transgenic males were heavier, on average, than the W males; however, W males obtained a larger proportion of matings with females. This contrasts with (1) the general assumption that larger males will have a competitive advantage in seeking matings (i.e., Andersson, 1994), and (2) previous medaka research that found that larger males (Howard et al., 1998) and larger, transgenic males (Howard et al., 2004) have a mating advantage over smaller and wild-type males. However, in both of Howard et al.’s (1998 and 2004) medaka mating advantage studies, the larger males of each genotype were competing against males with the same genetic background. In our study, the transgenic and wild-type males were derived from different populations of fish descended from medaka from Japan. The differences in genetic background between the source populations of transgenic and wild-type fish could have led to the differences in mating advantage results (e.g., Kapuscinski et al., 2007), because different strains of unmodified fish have been found to express different values for some important components of fitness (e.g., McGinnity et al., 2003).

Given that we observed a high incidence of trio matings, even a small difference in fertilization success between the first and second, or “joiner,” male, could result in a substantial difference in paternity among offspring of such matings. Iwamatsu et al. (1991) suggest that most micropyles on the medaka egg are occupied by sperm after six seconds of exposure to high sperm concentrations, so it is possible that a late-joining male would fertilize a lower proportion of eggs. Howard et al. (2004) found that “joiner” male medaka fertilized about 23% of eggs in trio matings. We did not test the genotype of eggs or offspring to determine paternity. However, we did model “worst-case” scenarios in which the males of one genotype fertilized all the eggs during trio matings. Our results suggest that even if transgenic males were fertilizing all the eggs in trio matings, they still would not have a significant overall mating advantage over wild-type males.

Age at sexual maturity

T67 and W females matured before T400 fish. Even the T400 fish in our experiments produced eggs at an earlier age than previously reported for wild-type medaka (i.e., 64.3 ± 1.27 days reported by Jiménez, 2000). This could be due to our choice to test only the first five females in each aquarium to reach sexual maturity, as we were most interested in the earliest-maturing fish in a population.

Juvenile viability

Our juvenile viability data are incomplete because dead fry, particularly those just a few days old, were very difficult to detect in our experiments. This could be due to scavenging by tankmates. Fry not found immediately
had degraded tissue and we were unable to recover genotypic information from these individuals. In trial 1, offspring of two T400 parents were significantly less likely to survive to sexual maturity than offspring of one or no transgenic parent(s). Our findings are consistent with a previous study of medaka, which found offspring of two transgenic parents to have relatively lower viability (Muir and Howard, 2001).

During trial 3, most of the fish died in groups before reaching sexual maturity, making observation and collection of dead tissue — and subsequent genotyping — more feasible. Simultaneous die-offs occurred across all parental crosses and genotypes. This age range (15–30 days old) may be a period of vulnerability and mortality due to increased competition from tank mates or another factor. Because aquaria in which we measured juvenile viability did not have refugia like the mesocosms had, it is possible that faster-growing tankmates were able to cannibalize smaller fry during this time period. However, in the mesocosms, fry could have been exposed to much larger adults, which would be more likely to cannibalize fry due to their gape size.

**Longevity**

Overall longevity in our experiments was high, with a mean lifespan of over a year. The natural lifespan of medaka is thought to be approximately one year (unpublished data, cited in Shima and Mitani, 2004). We observed a maternal effect on longevity; fish with W mothers had a significantly longer lifespan than transgenic medaka, and W fish survived significantly longer than T400 fish. Muir and Howard’s (2001) model to predict gene flow from transgenic fish using fitness trait estimates was least sensitive to longevity, therefore differences in this fitness trait may be less likely to impact population processes like gene flow.

**Summary**

The consistency of our results between the fitness trait data and invasion experiments imply that ecological risk assessments may be able to utilize fitness trait data to predict the fate of transgenic fish invading a wild-type population, provided that the fitness trait data are collected under environmental conditions approximating those of the ecosystems at issue. Indeed, the aquaria we used to measure fitness traits had environmental conditions mostly similar (exceptions are discussed below) to those in the invasion experiment mesocosms (i.e., our ecosystem at issue). In invasion experiment I, the frequency of transgenic fish increased in two T400-invaded populations, consistent with our findings of a T400 fertility advantage over wild-type fish. The results of invasion experiment II, at the end of which no T400 and only one T67 fish remained, are consistent with our results for age at sexual maturity, longevity, and mating advantage, in which wild-type fish had an advantage over one of the transgenic lines. In most of the invasion experiment populations, transgenic fish did not successfully invade the wild-type population.

**Limitations and future research**

Although some generalizations can be made about our invasion experiment and fitness measurement results, and the relationship between them, our ability to conclude that the fate of transgenic fish in the invasion experiments was a causal result of fitness differences is limited by several factors. First, while a number of physical properties of the environment were the same between the invasion and fitness experiments (temperature, water source, photoperiod), there were also differences between the invasion and fitness experiments: the invasion experiments took place in a larger volume of water accommodating a larger population size, with corresponding effects on density; fitness measurements were in glass aquaria and invasion experiments in opaque fiberglass tanks, with potential effects on fish behavior; disease effects occurred only in the invasion experiments; and there was more cover in the invasion experiments, including artificial refugia and micro- or macro-algae. Future experiments of this type should endeavor to incorporate key elements of the environment into which a transgenic animal would be likely to escape. Finally, because we compared wild-type fish and transgenic fish derived from different genetic backgrounds, we cannot distinguish between results that were effects of the transgene construct itself and results that may have derived from genetic background effects (i.e., Kapuscinski et al., 2007). Indeed, the genetic background into which a transgene is inserted can affect the phenotype of the resulting transgenic strain; a growth hormone transgene had far more dramatic impacts when inserted into a wild-type strain of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) compared to transgenic fish derived from a selectively bred line (Devlin et al., 2001). To distinguish between these effects, investigators can compare an additional strain with the same genetic background as the transgenic fish but without the transgene (as in Bessey et al., 2004).

Our fitness and invasion experiment results will not necessarily apply to other growth-enhanced transgenic fish; each transgenic fish strain should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis (Kapuscinski et al., 2007). Studies of transgene flow should span many generations and include a number of replicates in order to distinguish between...
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potentially large effects of stochastic processes and natural selection (Hill, 1971). This may be impractical for species with long generation times or complex life histories (e.g., migratory salmon), but is no less important.

We recommend that future transgenic gene flow experiments in animals reflect the type and degree of variation in environmental factors affecting the animal’s ability to survive and reproduce in nature due to the potential fitness effects of genotype-by-environment interactions. Risk assessment scientists need to better understand how these interactions might be incorporated into risk assessments of transgenic fish. The impact of environmental variation on transgenic and wild-type fish has been considered one of the greatest challenges to our ability to predict the ecological risk of transgenic fish (Devlin et al., 2006; National Research Council, 2008).

Simulation modeling could help assess the effects of stochastic processes and selection on transgene fate, as long as parameters reflect empirical knowledge of major selection forces in the species’ natural environment. Gene flow between crop and wild sunflowers can be predicted with some accuracy when fitness measurements are taken from the field (Cummings et al., 2002). However, releasing transgenic fish into a wild environment for study is too risky; some investigators have used fish injected with growth hormone to study the effects of fast-growing fish in a more natural environment (Johnsson et al., 1999), though simulating the phenotypic effects of a transgene at various life stages has some challenges (Devlin et al., 2007) and may be even less straightforward with other transgenic traits, for example temperature tolerance or disease resistance. Using simulated phenotypic effects would be insufficient for multiple-generation studies like the one presented here. It is almost certain that environments into which transgenic fish might escape will be more complex than those we are able to recreate in confined laboratories. Therefore, it remains to be seen whether models of transgene flow based on estimates of fitness measurements taken under relatively sterile conditions (i.e., Aikio et al., 2008; Muir and Howard, 2001), can accurately predict the frequency of transgenic fish in a population many generations after an escape event.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Confirmation of transgene inheritance and expression

Japanese medaka in wild-type and transgenic founder populations were housed separately according to genotype. When transgenic medaka reproduced, we used polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to determine which offspring had inherited the transgene. To obtain tissue for genetic analysis, we sampled a small (< 1 mm) strip of tissue from the distal end of the caudal fin, using sterile procedure. We placed this tissue in labeled tubes containing 200 μL of a 10% Chelex solution (Sigma) and processed it according to Miller and Kapuscinski’s (1996) DNA extraction protocol. We used sGH primers (SGHFOR: 5’-TCG CGC AGT ATA ATG AAA T-3’ and SGHREV: 5’-TAA GAG CGC TGG GTC GTT A-3’; Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) to identify transgene-positive fish, and we used primers for the beta-actin gene (MBAFOR: 5’-GTA GCG TAT GGG TTG GGT-3’ and MBAREV: 5’-AGC AGA ATG CCA CCT CAG A-3’; Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) as a control. Each reaction mixture contained 5 μL Chelex template DNA solution, 10 μL PCR Master Mix (Promega), 8 pmol of sGH primers and 2 pmol of beta-actin primers. We carried out PCR with 20 μL reaction mixtures, and ran PCR in a Hybaid Omn-E thermal cycler at the following temperature profile for 35 cycles: denaturing at 94 °C for 30 s, annealing at 50 °C for 30 s, and elongating at 72 °C for 30 s, followed by a final elongation period of 10 min. After electrophoresis on a 1% agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide, we visualized PCR products under ultraviolet light. Individuals were compared to lanes containing PCR product from previously confirmed wild-type and transgenic control individuals. Transgene-negative fish were identified by a single band (beta-actin control), and transgene-positive fish were identified with two bands (beta-actin and sGH transgene).

To confirm expression of the transgene in T400 and T67 medaka, we submitted seven transgenic and one wild-type fish for reverse-transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) at the BioMedical Genomics Center (University of Minnesota, Saint Paul, MN, USA). Total RNA was extracted from fish, homogenized in Trizol reagent (Invitrogen, CA, USA) and its quality was checked on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Technologies, CA, USA). First strand cDNA synthesis was conducted from 2 μg of total RNA from each sample, using oligo dT(12-18) primers and SuperScript II reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Gene expression analysis was performed using SYBR Green chemistry on an Applied Biosystems 7900 Real-Time PCR system with reagents purchased from Applied Biosystems. All PCR reactions were performed in triplicate and the experiments were replicated a minimum of three times. The amplification product was checked on a 2% agarose gel.

Invasion experiments

Model population

We monitored the weight over time of 15 fish of each (W, T67, and T400) genotype. This experiment was
concurrent with invasion experiment II and some fitness measurements, so the fish randomly selected for growth monitoring were not included in any other experiments. Fish were held by genotype in three ten-gallon aquaria with similar environmental conditions, and were fed to satiation like fish in the fitness and invasion experiments. We began with 7-week-old fish, and weighed each fish weekly for 10 weeks. We were able to identify the genotype of 7-week-old fish using PCR, but they were still too small to positively identify as male or female, so we did not differentiate between sexes. One wild-type fish died at age 12 weeks. We analyzed these data to compare average weight of each genotype at different points in time, using Tukey HSD multiple comparisons tests.

**Experimental design**

To investigate the pattern of gene flow from transgenic to wild relatives, we released transgenic fish into populations of wild-type relatives in mesocosms with structural complexity in their environments. The mesocosms were nine 1500-L, semi-square fiberglass tanks. To promote natural reproduction, hanging spawning grasses were provided on which females could deposit eggs. Photoperiod (16 h light:8 h dark) and temperature (26°C) were controlled and optimized for reproductive activity (Shima and Mitani, 2004). Refugia were provided so that juvenile fish could voluntarily escape from cannibalistic adult medaka.

Transgenic invasion experiments were repeated twice. We conducted experiment I for the equivalent of three generations (six months). After the completion of experiment I, we conducted experiment II for nearly ten generations (nineteen months). Large populations of wild-type medaka were established in each of nine mesocosms. Three control mesocosms contained only these wild-type fish. To simulate a small escape of farmed fish (a frequent event; National Research Council, 2004), we released 130 g (wet weight) of duckweed was introduced into the invasion experiments, but we did not use the same individual fish. Fry in refugia were fed Artificial Plankton Rotifer (APR; O.S.I. Marine Lab) and water sprite (Cereus spp.). Eight months after the initiation of experiment II, 30 g of water sprite was added to each mesocosm.

**Data analysis**

We used binomial sign tests to compare the final transgene frequencies in both invasion experiments. An increased final transgene frequency was considered a “success” while a transgene frequency less than the initial transgene frequency, including a result of zero transgenic fish, was considered a “failure”. We performed these tests with the null hypothesis that, if the transgene is selectively neutral, the transgene frequency is equally likely to increase or decrease. We also compared ending population sizes in each mesocosm across treatments using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) model and Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) multiple comparisons tests. To analyze our data, we used the open-source statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2008), and where p-values were obtained, we set $\alpha = 0.05$ as the threshold for significance.

**Fitness trait measurements**

Concurrent with the invasion experiments, we measured selected life-history components of wild-type (W) medaka and the two transgenic lines (T400 and T67): fecundity, fertility, mating advantage, age at sexual maturity, juvenile viability, and longevity. We measured the following three fitness traits on adult fish of approximately the same age across genotypes: fecundity, male fertility, and mating advantage. Using a random number generator, we randomly selected fish temporaril held in numbered Petri dishes for these experiments from the same source population as the fish introduced into the invasion experiments, but we did not use the same individual fish. Fecundity and fertility data were collected in four consecutive trials: in trials 1 and 2 we measured traits of T400 fish and wild-type fish together, and four months later, in trials 3 and 4 we measured T67 fish with a different set of wild-type fish. Mating advantage experiments occurred separately, with different adult...
fish. We measured fecundity, fertility, and mating advantage in 5-gallon static glass aquaria with photoperiod controlled at 16:8 (light:dark) and temperature of approximately 26 °C. Adult fish were fed to satiation with flake food and live brine shrimp nauplii.

We randomly selected two consecutive days of each trial of the fecundity and fertility experiments, and retained all fertile eggs from those two days. We incubated those eggs, separated by the cross (maternal × paternal genotype) that produced them and by the trial (1–4) during which they were produced. When the eggs hatched after 8–10 days, we randomly selected 50 fry from each cross and placed them in 30-gallon glass aquaria. We used these fish to measure the remaining three fitness trait measurements: age at sexual maturity, juvenile viability, and longevity. We fed fry only APR until about 10 days of age, when we added brine shrimp nauplii to their diet. We began to replace APR with crushed flake food when fry reached about 20 days of age.

We performed all analyses of fitness trait measurements using R (R Development Core Team, 2008), and created a number of figures using the R package “lattice” (Sarkar, 2008). As for the invasion experiment data analysis, we considered $p < 0.05$ to be significant.

**Fecundity and fertility: Experimental design**

We measured fecundity as the total number of eggs produced by a female fish, and fertility as the proportion of intact eggs containing embryos that were successfully developing 24 h after their collection. Several days before beginning trial 1, we randomly selected 10 females and 10 males of each genotype (W and T400), weighed them, and arranged the 20 pairs of fish in four types of crosses (with the letter representing the female genotype first, W = wild-type and T = transgenic): WW, WT, TW, and TT. Between trials 1 and 2, we weighed the individuals used in trial 1 and rearranged them for use in trial 2, except for replacing a few fish that did not survive the experiment with individuals of the same sex and genotype. We used the same procedure to select fish for use in trials 3 and 4, in which we selected a different set of wild-type fish and transgenic fish of the T67 line.

We collected eggs from females every morning for ten consecutive days, and placed eggs from each pair of fish in separate, labeled mesh-bottom cups in a flowing-water bath with a methylene blue solution to inhibit fungal growth on eggs. Twenty-four hours later, we counted the total number of eggs in each cup, the number of embryos that were successfully developing, and noted whether any eggs were broken due to handling.

**Fecundity: Data analysis**

We summed each female’s total egg production during each ten-day trial. We excluded eight cases in which the female was replaced in the middle of a trial. Four females failed to produce any eggs during the entire ten-day test period but were included in our analysis because they survived the entire experiment. We included eggs that were broken or infertile in the count of total egg production.

We analyzed fecundity data with a Type II ANOVA in which ten-day egg production was dependent on female genotype. In analyses, we included trial number and male genotype as blocking factors and the starting weight of the female as a covariate. We also compared ten-day egg production by females of different genotypes with a Tukey HSD multiple comparisons test.

**Fertility: Data analysis**

We calculated a ten-day overall fertility rate for each trial as overall fertility rate = $(n$ fertile eggs)/$(n$ intact eggs). To remove the effect of female genotype on male fertility, we only used eggs from wild-type females (Muir and Howard, 2001). We excluded data from two W males that died during trial 1, and data from two T400 males that were paired with a female that did not produce any eggs during the course of the trial.

We also excluded data from three males that otherwise met criteria for inclusion, but that had unusually low fertility rates. Two T400 transgenic males fertilized zero eggs and one W male had an overall fertility rate of only 0.077. Two of these males were tested with the same female, and the third male was tested with a female that died in the middle of the trial. Because total egg production during all three males’ trials was very low (fewer than 26 intact eggs during a trial, only 15% of mean egg production), these individuals had fewer opportunities to fertilize eggs.

We created a binomial generalized linear model for the overall fertility rate, including trial as a blocking variable and male weight at the beginning of a trial as a covariate, and dependent on male genotype. To correct for overdispersion in our data, we calculated dispersion parameters for each model. Because of relatively small sample sizes, we ran bootstrap simulations ($n = 100$ simulations) and generated 95% confidence intervals (CI), with a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, for the differences in fertility between male genotypes.

**Mating advantage: Experimental methods**

We tested the relative mating advantage of transgenic and wild-type male medaka by placing one transgenic male
and one wild-type male in an aquarium with one wild-type female and scoring males according to which male successfully obtained a mating with the female. We conducted tests in five aquaria with removable dividers that separated the males from the female between mating opportunities. The only structure in the aquarium was a small sponge filter that provided biofiltration and aeration to the aquaria. We designed the mating advantage experiments so that each combination of one female and two male fish was unique. Each wild-type female resided in the same aquarium during the entire experiment. Each of the five wild-type and five transgenic males were moved among aquaria according to a Latin square design so that any given wild-type male only competed once with each transgenic male, and all males encountered each female exactly once. We randomly selected fish for this experiment, and, before the experiment, we weighed, photographed, and noted any distinguishing features of the males so we could identify individuals during the experiment. We tested both transgenic lines for five test periods, each four to six days long, with several days in between each test period to move fish and to allow them to acclimate to their new aquaria.

During each day of a mating advantage experiment, we removed the tank dividers just before the lights turned on, and then watched the fish in all five aquaria as males competed to mate with the female. We gave males a score of 0 (failure to mate with the female) or 1 (successful mating with the female) for each day of the test period. Male medaka perform an elaborate courtship dance, often swimming in a spiral under the female before attempting to clasp her using their anal and dorsal fins. If the female does not reject the male’s advances, a “successful mating” resulted after the fish quiver together, which results in the female releasing a clutch of eggs (Uematsu, 1990). It is not uncommon to observe “trio” matings in medaka, in which both males mate simultaneously with the female (Howard et al., 2004). We noted such occurrences separately. If neither male mated with the female within approximately two hours of the beginning of observations, both males received a 0 score for that day.

We tested each transgenic line with separate sets of wild-type fish. We tested T400 males first. We randomly selected five W females, five W males, and five T400 transgenic males and assigned each to an aquarium. Of the five test periods with T400 males, three lasted five days and two were extended to six days of observation due to low mating success at the beginning of the test periods. We replaced a number of W and T400 males that sickened or died between test periods, resulting in a total of 12 different T400 males and 13 different W males during the T400 experiments. We weighed fish before they were included in the experiment, but did not weigh individuals between each test period.

We tested the T67 transgenic line several months later, in five test periods that lasted exactly four days each. We weighed each fish before the experiment and between each test period. All other methods were the same as those described above for the T400 transgenic line. We replaced one W female, two W males, and two T67 males that died during the experiment, but no fish died during a test period.

**Mating advantage: Data analysis**

In our analysis, we excluded data from the following tanks with no successful matings: in the T400 experiments, one tank in the second test period and one tank in the fifth test period, and one tank in the fifth test period of the T67 experiments. We also excluded data from three T400 test periods during which females died and were replaced.

We used binomial generalized linear models in which wild-type matings were “successes,” transgenic matings were “failures,” and trio matings were excluded, and which were fitted with only an intercept term to test the odds of wild-type matings versus transgenic matings. To test the mating advantage of each genotype under the extreme scenario that the male of one genotype fertilized all eggs in trio matings, we created a second set of binomial models in which trio matings were combined as “successes” with each male genotype in turn. We designed the rest of our analysis to predict the likelihood of one of three different types of matings during a test period: matings obtained by transgenic males alone, wild-type males alone, and trio matings.

**Age at sexual maturity: Experimental methods and analysis**

We measured age at sexual maturity by the age in days of the first five female offspring from each cross to produce viable eggs. Every morning, we visually inspected each aquarium for females with eggs. When a female with eggs was discovered, we removed her from the aquarium, weighed her, and collected a small sample of caudal fin tissue for PCR identification of the female’s genotype. We held the first clutch of eggs from each aquarium in a flow-through egg incubator, and checked for successful development after 24 h to ensure that at least one male in the aquarium was also sexually mature. We removed the data for one fish that we were unable to successfully PCR.

We used a Type II ANOVA model to predict age at sexual maturity with the genotype of the sexually mature fish, and trial as a blocking factor. Fish with one transgenic parent that did not inherit the transgene were counted along with “W” fish.
Juvenile viability: Experimental methods and analysis

We measured juvenile viability by counting fish that died before reaching sexual maturity. However, we were unable to retrieve tissue from mortalities in the aquaria before sexual maturity in trials 1 and 2, because they decayed or were cannibalized before they were observed. Therefore, we counted the remaining fish in trial 1 and 2 aquaria after those fish were sexually mature (at 74 and 64 days of age, respectively). For offspring from trials 3 and 4, we closely monitored tanks for mortalities until fish reached sexual maturity. We only collected dead fry for PCR analysis in trial 3 tanks; we did not detect any mortalities before sexual maturity in trial 4.

We compared juvenile viability data for trial 1 on the basis of parental cross using a chi-squared contingency table. We excluded data for trial 2 from analysis because the number of fish in each aquarium after sexual maturity was greater than the number expected (i.e., errors may have been made when initially stocking fry). We analyzed juvenile viability data for trial 3 with a chi-squared table. In our analysis for trial 3, we removed the data for two fish that we were unable to successfully PCR.

Longevity: Experimental methods and analysis

We measured longevity as the number of days fish survived. We used the same aquaria of fish that we used to measure age at sexual maturity and juvenile viability. We monitored these aquaria daily for mortalities, and we used PCR to identify whether deceased fish were transgenic. Fish with one transgenic parent that did not inherit the transgene were counted along with “W” fish.

We used a square-root transformation of longevity to improve normality in the data. We used a Type II ANOVA to determine the effect on longevity of the deceased fish’s genotype and the parental cross, with trial included as a blocking factor. We removed data from 163 fish (of a total n = 531) whose genotype we were unable to determine using post-mortem PCR. Tukey HSD multiple comparisons tests were used to compare the effects of different factors on longevity.
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